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Problem
International Intimates needed to improve efficiency,

accuracy and reduce costs. At the same time, an
expanded product line put new pressures on their

limited warehouse space.

Decision
International Intimates sought a flexible warehouse
management solution that would provide real-time

insights to inventory and accommodate diverse
customer requirements. They evaluated software

applications from 15 vendors.

Solution
International Intimates selected WISE from Progress

Partner Royal 4 as the best fit for their business
needs, at the best price.

Results
WISE has helped International Intimates achieve
100% inventory accuracy, increased productivity

23% and saved $300,000 in shipping costs in the
first year of use. The system paid for itself in

just one year.
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600,000
Cartons shipped per year  

$300,000
savings in shipping costs 

75,000
square foot warehouse facility 

100
percent inventory accuracy

23
percent productivity increase

1
shipment processed every 1.5

seconds

0
downtime and DBAs for the

Progress database

International Intimates Measures Up with Supply
Chain Execution System from Progress Partner
Royal 4
International Intimates is a global distributor of ladies apparel, lingerie and

children's clothing. They provide value-added services that include pairing,

hanging, packaging and tagging items for mass merchandisers like Wal-Mart,

Federated Department Stores and Kohls. 

International Intimates faced several business challenges in 1999. They had

difficulty finding inventory made up of 8,000 SKUs in their 75,000 square
foot warehouse located in Edison, NJ. Late shipments to mass merchandisers
cost the company money and diminished customer satisfaction.

Simultaneously, International Intimates wanted to expand their product lines

and added a baby clothing line, Bon Bebe, that has helped produce 15%
growth in annual revenue for this privately held company. But limited space
in the warehouse made it difficult to store the very large cartons that the

new children's clothing line shipped in. International Intimates received as

many as three or four inbound containers per day, and each container holds up
to 1000 cartons of clothing or products, so the company needed to find more
space urgently. 

"We're constantly rearranging inventory and shifting products to make room

for new shipments," said Paul Coraggio, CIO. "Every customer has unique



"We provide our customers with

apparel that fits them perfectly -

just the way WISE fits our business

need for efficiency, accuracy and

enabling collaboration with our

trading partners around the world."

Paul Coraggio

CIO 

International Intimates Inc.

requirements for how merchandise must be tagged, processed and shipped. We needed
a warehouse management solution that was flexible enough to accommodate all these
requirements and improve our efficiency and accuracy." In addition to their distribu-
tion facility in New Jersey, International Intimates maintains a Madison Avenue show-
room in New York City where buyers can select from hundreds of different styles of
lingerie and a second showroom for the Bon Bebe line on West 34th St. in
Manhattan.

Progress-based WISE Application is the Smart Choice and a Perfect Fit

Coraggio and IT manager Joel Rose began an extensive evaluation process. They
examined supply chain execution products from 15 different software suppliers and
considered offerings from both large and small vendors. They selected the WISE

system from Progress Application Partner Royal 4 for several reasons. "WISE was a

great fit for our needs, right out of the box," commented Coraggio. "But just as

important, the system is so easy to program, due in part to the underlying Progress

technology, that we readily enhanced functionality to meet our precise needs. The

Progress database is dynamite to program in. Programming that I think will take hours

is done in minutes."

Cost was also a key factor in International Intimates' decision to choose WISE. "The

Royal 4 solution gave us all the functionality we needed, at a fraction of the cost of

other solutions we evaluated," explained Coraggio.

WISE is a state-of-the-art internet-enabled B2B and B2C Warehousing Software

Solution. The WISE solution helps clients collaboratively integrate their business

processes with those of their trading partners and customers. A rule-based warehouse

management system, WISE enables manufacturers, distributors and retailers to more

effectively optimize their day-to-day warehouse activities and lower their inventory

carrying costs. 

International Intimates and Royal 4 worked in partnership to manage the system
implementation. Coraggio and Rose, having experienced a number of challenging soft-
ware implementations in their lengthy careers, wanted to ensure a smooth transition to

the new system. They took a phased approach. "We began by focusing on outgoing

orders first. Once that was up and running, we tackled inventory tracking and control.
System implementation took 10 months from start to finish. We had absolutely no
disruption in operations," Coraggio said. 

Four years into their use of the Royal 4 system, things continue to go smoothly.  Like

many SMB organizations, International Intimates has a small IT staff that includes

Coraggio, Rose and an assistant. "We purchased a maintenance contract with Royal 4
and it's been an excellent investment. I feel like I have twelve programmers available
any time I need them. They really know the software and understand our business, so

they are very easy to work with."

Royal 4 Produces Results that Measure Up

International Intimates' workflow and production for any given day are extremely

fluid. "We need to be prepared to re-prioritize at a moment's notice if a sales represen-
tative has an urgent order," said Coraggio. "WISE helps us do it." 



WISE has helped International Intimates improve accuracy, productivity, reduce costs
and produced a strong ROI. "The system paid for itself in one year," said Coraggio.
Today, when pickers have to fill orders from 8500 pickable locations in the warehouse,
they use WISE RF technology to find inventory. The system provides instant updates
to inventory as they fill orders, consolidates information and enables International
Intimates to track orders and work in process in real time. Inventory accuracy, which
is typically in the 90% range for warehouse operations, has hit 100% for International
Intimates. 

WISE's scheduling system helps ensure orders are filled on time. WISE also interfaces
with the Tandata shipping system. The system scans, weighs and calculates the freight
charges for every carton and this information is then passed through to WISE. WISE
has made possible a dramatic increase in capacity. International Intimates can process a

box through the system every 1.5 seconds for 8 hours per day, 5 days per week. The

company has increased shipped cartons to 50,000 per month, doubling their capacity

prior to using WISE. 

International Intimates has better control over incoming and outgoing shipping.

"Previously we had to ship many orders overnight or by air to meet deadlines. But

now we can use more cost-effective shipping methods (e.g. truck or boat) for both

orders we ship and merchandise we receive into inventory," Coraggio explained. "We

saved $300,000 in shipping costs in the first year we used WISE. When we had a

certified audit that year, our CFO called me to verify that the numbers were accurate,

because they were so much lower than in previous years."

WISE has driven a 23% increase in productivity in the value-added services area,

where about 100 production workers match tops and bottoms, hang, tag and label

apparel to meet customer order specifications. Employees receive compensation incen-

tives for superior work. Previously, International Intimates had no insight into which

employee worked on which order. Now they can track work by employee and compare

work to established production standards. "We can take corrective action when some-
one is under performing and reward those who over achieve quota," explained

Coraggio. "We've also instituted a quality control system. That has helped improve

accuracy, which translates into a higher level of customer service."

About Royal 4 Systems
For over 20 years, Royal 4 Systems has been providing next-generation software solu-
tions within a myriad of industry segments including: distribution, logistics, and man-
ufacturing in many vertical markets such as: medical, textiles, apparel, industrial, con-

sumer products, food & beverage, etc.  Royal 4's staff of seasoned professionals has

spent decades of research and development in solving some of the most difficult
challenges facing supply chain management.  

Royal 4 Systems is headquartered in Long Beach, California with a mission to provide
the most intuitive-based software applications supported by the most responsive

customer service in the industry.  Currently, Royal 4 Systems software is used by many

top organizations throughout the world.  By making it easier for companies to manage
their business objectives, Royal 4 Systems has grown to become one of the most
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trusted software companies in America and throughout the world.  Royal 4 can be
reached at www.royal4.com or +1-562-420-9594. 

About the Progress Company
The Progress Company simplifies the development, deployment, integration, and
management of the world's best business applications. Progress and its 2,000
Application Partners offer more than 5,000 Progress-based business applications that
precisely fit customer needs and deliver competitive advantage. Customers purchase
more than $5 billion annually in cost-effective software and services from Progress and
its partners.  Progress' OpenEdge™ platform enables  its partners to deliver lowest
cost-of-ownership applications that are rapidly implemented and easily integrated

within and across the extended enterprise. 


